INTRODUCTION
The Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars contains 2024 orbits for 1888 systems. All of them have been graded on a 1 -5 scale (1 = definitive, 2 = good, 3 = reliable, 4 = preliminary and 5 = indeterminate). For only a small fraction of them (about 3%) the grade is 1. Many orbits were determined either from old measurements of low precision or from the measurements covering a short orbital arc. Because of this they have low grades and need improvements on the basis of new measurements. Every new measurement should be first compared with the corresponding ephemerides. Recent measurements are largely interferometric, thus of a higher precision and enabling a more accurate orbit determination for binaries.
There are 13 binaries for which we find significant disorepancies between the recent interferometric measurements published in the Fourth Catalog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars There are three additional binaries the orbits of which are calculated for the first time (B. Novaković): WDS 01532+1526 = BU 260, WDS 02563+7253 =STF 312 AB and WDS 05003+3924 = STT 92 AB. Their orbital elements have not been calculated before due to the insufficient number of observations and the short arc.
Our orbital elements for all the 16 binaries have been accepted and published in IAUDS Information Circular No. 158 (Cvetković 2006a ) and IAUDS Information Circular No. 159 (Cvetković 2006b , Novaković 2006 and they are already included in the Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars.
METHOD, RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION
Method
Problems in the calculation of orbital elements for visual binaries arise generally when the observations cover a small orbital arc, or for very close pairs where the observed positions are clustered at one or on both ends of the orbit, and in between the separation ρ is immeasurable because of the geometry. The orbit calculation is then impossible or very difficult and gives unreliable results.
In our calculations, the Kovalski-Olević method (Olević and Cvetković 2004 ) is applied. It yields solutions also in the cases of clustering of observations along the arc of the apparent orbit. Using the Hipparcos (ESA 1997) trigonometric parallax and two orbital elements obtained here -period P and semimajor axis a -we calculate the total mass by means of the Kepler's third law. In addition, the masses of the components, their absolute magnitudes and the resulting dynamical parallax are also calculated where, provided that a given component belongs to the Main Sequence and its spectral type is known, we apply the mass-luminosity relation according to Angelov (1993) . The obtained dynamical parallaxes are compared to the trigonometric ones taken from Hipparcos Catalogue, whereas the total masses obtained dynamically (Kepler's law) are compared to the ones resulting from the mass-luminosity relation. The good agreement indicates the reliability of both the orbital elements obtained here and the trigonometric parallaxes and spectral types.
Results
The orbital elements (equinox J2000) are listed in Table 1 .
In Table 2 the astrophysical and dynamical data are given, namely, apparent magnitudes of components m A and m B , and spectral type Sp taken from the WDS Catalog , absolute magnitudes M A and M B , and astrophysical masses of components M A and M B obtained by applying the mass-luminosity relation, total mass M dyn calculated from the Kepler's third law, resulting dynamical parallax π dyn and trigonometric parallax π HIP taken from the Hipparcos Catalogue. Zulević (1996) , but it exhibits significant residuals when compared to more recent observations (see Fig. 1 ). According to our orbital elements and the Hipparcos parallax, the dynamical mass of the system is 3.6M , which is lower than expected for this spectral type, but in view of the errors in the Hipparcos parallax, orbital period and semimajor axis, this value could increase up to 6.9M .
WDS 00335+4006 = HO 3:
This binary was discovered by Hough in 1887. The preceding orbital elements were determined by Baize (1991) , but the interferometric measurements indicate significant residuals for this orbit. Our orbit achieves a better fit (Fig. 2) . The total dynamical mass exceeds the corresponding astrophysical one, obtained assuming that both components belong to the Main Sequence. According to the WDS and Hipparcos Catalogues, the spectral type is F8, whereas the magnitude difference is ∆m=1.63. The obtained dynamical parallax is somewhat higher than the trigonometric one.
WDS 00583+2124 = BU 302: This pair was discovered in 1876. From the moment of discovery, the position angle has changed for about 90
• , the separation by 0 . 4. The orbital elements were determined by Zulević (1997) . The ours are significantly different from his elements, yielding a better fit to the observations. The largest difference pertains to the eccentricity: Zulević's value is 0.015, ours 0.665. The spectral type of the pair is A2V, and the mass values obtained for the components are somewhat lower than those expected for Main-Sequence stars of this spectral type, especially in the case of the secondary. The dynamical total mass is as expected.
WDS 01011+6022 = A 926: Its duplicity was discovered by Aitken about 100 years ago. The observations cover an arc of about 90
• . The preceding orbit was determined by Popović et al. (1997) . They found a period of 750 years, whereas we find a value about three times smaller, i.e. 254 years. The star does not belong to the Main Sequence (its spectral type is F5IV). The total dynamical mass is 2.75M .
WDS 01014+1155 = BU 867:
The preceding orbit (Baize 1993 ) and ours do not differ much. The ours yields a better fit to the interferometric measurements. The agreement between the values of dynamical (π dyn =14.70 mas) and trigonometric (π HIP =13.85 mas) parallaxes is good. The dynamical mass 2.71M agrees with that expected for a Main-Sequence F5 star.
WDS 01112+4113 = A 655: The author of the previous orbit is Heintz (1986) . The observations cover half of the orbit. Our individual masses and the dynamical total one exceed the values expected for a Main-Sequence G5 star. The dynamical parallax (π dyn =8.48 mas) and the trigonometric one (π HIP =7.57 mas) agree well.
WDS 01361−2954 = HJ 3447: This binary star was discovered by J. Herschel in 1835 and up to the present 95 measurements of this binary have been made. The preceding orbit was calculated by Arend and Mouraso (1968) , but it exhibits very large residuals for the new measurements. Our orbit solution provides a somewhat better fit. According to our calculation, the dynamical parallax is π dyn =16.40 mas being in good agreement with the Hipparcos value of π HIP =16.13±0.97.
WDS 01532+1526 = BU 260: It was discovered by Burnham, and up to now 54 measurements of this binary have been made. Its orbital elements were calculated for the first time by us, in view of a short arc covered by the measurements (30
• ) this solution should be classified as preliminary.
WDS 02333+5219 = STT 42 AB: This multiple star was discovered by O. Struve, and up to the present 84 measurements of the pair AB have been made. The preceding orbit was calculated by Baize (1986) , but the predicted positions show large residuals compared to the interferometric measurements (see Fig. 9 ). Our solution was calculated from the interferometric measurements only, as, in our opinion, they were more accurate than the old measurements and, therefore, yield a more reliable orbit solution.
WDS 02563+7253 = STF 312 AB: Since 1830, when this multiple star was discovered by F. Struve, 84 measurements of the pair AB have been made. Almost 180 years of observations cover a short arc of 35
• that indicates a very long orbital period. Due to the fact that measurements cover a short arc, the orbit of this binary is preliminary.
WDS 04362+0814 = A 1840 AB: For this double star, the preceding orbit was determined by Olević et al. (1993) . Both WDS and Hipparcos give for this pair A0 as its spectral type. We find a good agreement between the dynamical and astrophysical total masses, as well as between our dynamical parallax and the trigonometric one. However, for Main-Sequence A0 stars this mass is low, just as the absolute magnitudes calculated herewith do not correspond to the given spectral type.
WDS 05003+3924 = STT 92 AB: This triple star was discovered by O. Struve and, up to the present day, 75 measurements of the pair AB have been made. This is a wide pair with semimajor axis of 5.4 mas. According to our orbital elements and the Hipparcos parallax, the dynamical mass of this triple system (Aa-B) is 9.1M .
WDS 08017−0836 = A 1580:
The authors of the preceding orbit are Olević and Jovanović (1997) . They found a period of 152.39 years, differing from our value of 255.28. A significant difference arises also in the eccentricity: they obtained 0.786, we 0.232. The dynamical total mass, equal to 17.14M , exceeds the value expected for the spectral type F2-A2. The reason may be the small value of the trigonometric parallax determined with an error of 30% (π HIP =3.06±1.04 mas).
WDS 08277−0425 = A 550:
In the Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars there are two orbits for this pair. One orbit was calculated by Heintz (1986) and the other one by Hartkopf (2000) . The difference is in the measured data for the position angle θ where both authors changed quadrants for some values. Our orbit was calculated from the interferometric measurements only, and the obtained orbital elements are closer to those given by Heintz. The spectral type of this pair is F2IV according to WDS, i.e. F0 according to Hipparcos. We find a value of 3.83M for its dynamical total mass which can be expected for a Main-Sequence star of this spectral type. Besides, this mass value is close to the astrophysical one. For the dynamical parallax we obtain π dyn =8.69 mas, a value in good agreement with the Hipparcos parallax -π HIP =8.22±0.87 mas. According to our results, the pair belongs to luminosity class V, rather than to class IV. WDS 17471+1742 = STF 2215: Since its discovery in 1831, the companion has passed only a short arc of 60
• around the primary. The preceding orbit was calculated by Popović and Pavlović (1995) who found a period of 853.14 years. Our result is 1062.47 years and this orbit yields a better fit to the interferometric measurements (Fig. 15) . The dynamical total mass is small for an A1V star. Most likely, the reason may lie in the trigonometric parallax being twice the dynamical one.
WDS 18025+4414 = BU 1127 Aa-B:
The spectral type of this pair is F5V according to WDS, i.e. F2 according to Hipparcos. We find good agreement between our dynamical parallax, π dyn =12.65 mas, and the trigonometric one, π HIP =12.75±0.79 mas, as well as between the dynamical (2.58M ) and astrophysical (2.63M ) total masses indicating a good quality of orbital elements, especially when borne in mind that an arc of only 85
• is covered by observations. 
CONCLUSION
For the recalculated orbits our solutions yield, in every case, improvements in comparison to those published earlier, i.e. they yield better fits to more recent measurements. For two binaries we find a significant disagreement between the total masses determined dynamically and the ones determined astrophysically, the influence of errors in the orbital elements being much smaller than that due to the uncertainty of trigonometric parallax. The mass-luminosity relation used here is valid for MainSequence stars only, hence, another source of discrepancy may lie the fact that the spectral type is not known for both components. The three new orbits are preliminary.
ORBITE XESNAEST DVOJNIH ZVEZDA
Z. Cvetković and B. Novaković
Astronomical Observatory, Volgina 7, 11160 Belgrade 74, Serbia UDK 524.383-13 Originalni nauqni rad U ovom radu date su ponovo izraqunate orbite za 13 dvojnih zvezda zato xto novija posmatraǌa imaju ve a odstupaǌa od odgovaraju ih efemeridskih vrednosti raqunatih na osnovu ǌihovih orbitalnih elemenata sadr anih u Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars.
To su dvojne zvezde: WDS 00182+7257 = A 803, WDS 00335+4006 = HO 3, WDS 00583+2124 = BU 302, WDS 01011+6022 = A 926, WDS 01014+1155 = BU 867, WDS 01112+4113 = A 655, WDS 01361−2954 = HJ 3447, WDS 02333+5219 = STT 42 AB, WDS 04362+0814 = A 1840 AB, WDS 08017−0836 = A 1580, WDS 08277−0425 = A 550, WDS 17471+1742 = STF 2215 i WDS 18025+4414 = BU 1127 Aa-B. Tako e su, prvi put, izraqunati orbitalni elementi za 3 dvojne zvezde, WDS 01532+1526 = BU 260, WDS 02563+7253 = STF 312 AB i WDS 05003+3924 = STT 92 AB. U radu su, osim orbitalnih elementa, date ǌihove mase, dinamiqke paralakse, apsolutne veliqine i efemeride za narednih pet godina.
